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Self-Paced Subscription

Confluent Education 
Self-Paced Subscription

EDUCATION

Write a Source Connector

Learn to build an application that 
can publish data to, and subscribe 
to data from, a Kafka cluster.

Learn to build and manage Kafka 
clusters using industry best 
practices developed by the world’s 
foremost Kafka experts.

Learn how to monitor, 
troubleshoot, and tune a real-time 
event streaming platform built 
with Kafka.

Learn how Kafka client 
applications can authenticate to 
Kafka using simple LDAP username 
and password credentials.

Learn how to use Confluent 
ksqlDB to transform, enrich, filter, 
and aggregate streams of 
real-time data using a SQL-like 
language.

Learn to develop an event 
streaming app with ksqlDB, one 
that immediately responds to 
events allowing for the capture of 
real-time insights.

Learn how Confluent’s RBAC 
allows Confluent Platform (“CP) 
integration with an existing 
directory service, and manage CP 
resources at scale.

Looking for a connector that 
doesn’t exist? Learn how to write 
a source connector using the 
Kafka Connect framework.

Confluent Developer Skills for 
Building Apache Kafka®

Apache Kafka® Administration 
by Confluent

Confluent Stream Processing Using 
ksqlDB & Apache Kafka® Streams

Create and Event Streaming App 
with ksqlDB

Confluent Advanced Skills 
for Optimizing Apache Kafka®

Manage Access to 
Confluent Platform with 
Role Based Access Control

Apache Kafka® Client 
Authentication with LDAP

Introductory Course

Developer Track Courses

Confluent Fundamentals 
for Apache Kafka® Learn about Apache Kafka® and the Confluent platform, including an overview of Kafka’s core concepts.

Administrator Track Courses

For individuals seeking Training on an ongoing basis, the Self-Paced Subscription is the most flexible, effective and economical solution. Access 

to our comprehensive curriculum develops the skills required to address and overcome a broad spectrum of business issues as they arise.

Overview
The Self Paced Subscription unlocks immediate access to the entire library of self-paced content, which includes Lab access, with the roll out 
of new self-paced content being accessible immediately upon release. Being able to engage with content whenever, and from wherever, allows 
for the most flexible and effective approach to learning at any level.

In addition to training courses, Subscribers will get one (1) Confluent Certification voucher good for one (1) exam attempt. A great opportunity 

to validate your expertise in event streaming!

 

This visual is intended to showcase that our courses, made up of microlearning modules, are delivered through learning paths aligned to either role or technology. This visual is not 
representative of our entire curriculum. To view our entire Education curriculum, visit: training.confluent.io/schedule 

The Self-paced Subscription is available for an annual, prepaid flat rate of $1,800 USD (or 18 Training Credits) for one unique, named user.  
Disclaimer: Self-Paced Subscriptions purchased with Training Credits will have an end date matching the Training Credits order.

Terms & Conditions
This service is governed by the terms and conditions specified in your order with Confluent.  
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